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The teacher is amazed at her tallent
 find the cottect meaning of the underlined word
1. wondered 2. shocked
3. pleased 4. struck

62. Identify the correct sentence
1. I am hearing some noise
2. I hearing some noise
3. I here some noise
4. I hear some noise

63. perparations are being made for her marriage by her
parents.
Choose the correct active construction sentence
1. Her parents is making preparations for her mar-
riage
2. Her parents make preparations for her marriage
3. Her parents are making preparations for her mar-
riage
4. Her parents are being made preparations for her
marriage

64. The proposal was denounced by one nad all
Give the antonym of the underlined word
1. announced 2. pronounced
3. appreised 4. commended

65. We have arranged........
Complete the sentence using appropriate part of the
sentence given below
1. for some one to look after the dog next week
2. some one to look after the dog next week
3. to look after the dog next week for someone
4. looking after the dog next week for some one

66. Fill in the blank with appropriate word from the fol-
lowing
Auden’s poetry is infused....... humanistic feelings
1. on 2. with
3. in 4. for

67. Very few cities in India are so big as Chennai
The above sentence can also be expressed as......
1. Chennai is bigger than most other cities in India
2. No other city in India is as big as Chinnai
3. Chennai is not the bigger city in India
4. Chinnai is not the bigger city in India

68. Identify the correct sentence
1. How far your house it is from here
2. you are doing that why?
3. How far is it from here to your house?
4. Where you are going now.

69. Choose the correct word to fill in the blank in the
sentence
Rama can speak........
1. fast 2. wonderful
3. fastly 4. severely

70. Identify the correctly spelt words
1. accomodation 2. accommodation
3. acommodation 4. accommodetion

71. Identify the correct sentence that contains all the words
in the box
sun, clouds, makes, the, for the, us
1. The sun makes us for the clouds
2. The sun makes the clouds for us
3. The clouds makes the sun for us
4. The sun clouds makes for us

72. Ramu: ...........?
Seeta: Yes, we go there every year.
Identify the Ramu’s question to get the above answer
1. Did you been to Ooty?
2. Have you been to Ooty ever?
3. Did you go to Ooty never?
4. Have you ever been to Ooty.

73. The ‘Reported’ form of the sentence
The teacher said to the pupils, “Listen”, is.......
1. The teacher said to the pupils listen
2. The teacher told the pupils listen
3. The teacher asked the pupils to listen
4.The teacher suggested the pupils listen

74. Match the words under column’A’ correctly with those
under column ‘B’ which they collocate with
           A             B
a.set p. crimes
b. pay q. an example
c. commit r. compliments

s. mistakes
1. a-r, b-p, c-s 2. a-s, b-q, c-p
3. a-q, b-r, c-p 4. a-p, b-s, c-r

75. Choose the type of letter in which you write the sen-
tence below
“I have the honour of inviting your attention to the
water problem in our area
1. personal letter
2. Formal letter
3. Friendly letter
4. Informal letter

76. Which of the below word gets ‘an’ before it
1. useful 2. university
3. umbrella 4. above all
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77. If I have two cars, one black and the other white.
Which of the below option smells the exact sense
1. I have a black and white car
2. I have a black and the white car
3. I have the black and the white car
4. I have a black and a white car

78. “Mr. Jayaprakash Narayama, an MLA of Kukatpally
is a man of wonderful patience.”
(the underlined part is........)
1. adjective phrase 2. Adverb phrase
3. Noun phrase 4. None

79. “May I borrow your cycle please?”
The above sentence is used to make.........
1. a request more polite
2. a request most polite
3. an informal request
4. none of the above

80. Choose the correct sentence of the following
1. just she has correct completed it.
2. She just has completed it.
3. She has completed it just.
4. She has just completed it.

 Read the following passage and answer the questions(81-
84)
        Many poor farmers had been completed to take
up indigo cuotivation when the British settlers were
given the  right to purchase and cultivate land in India.
Many whites, therefore, either acquired land or ad-
vanced loans to poor farmers and pressured them to
foresake the farming of the foodgrains and other each
crops for indigo cultivation. Indigo export to Europe
was lucrative for the British settlers who held a mo-
nopoly of this business. Within a few years, most of the
fertile land had undergone forcible indigo cultivation,
resulting in a famine situation in Bengal. When the farm-
ers declined to cultivate indigo, they were tortured, jailed
and even killed

81. The poor farmers continued to take up indigo cultiva-
tion because
1. It was a money earning crop
2. They were compelled to grow indigo
3. It was the usual crop they grew in the land
4. Government encouraged them to grow indigo

82. The word whites in the passage refers to
1. The people having white complexion
2. The British people
3. The people wearing white clothes
4. The people with white hair

83. The word monopoly in the sentence
“The British sellers who held a monopoly of this busi-
ness” means
1. The British people had no competitors in this busi-
ness
2. The Government had given British people incen-
tives in this business
3. Indians were not allowed to make business in this
area
4. The other foreighers were barred from doing this
business in India

84. When of the following statements is true according to
the passage?
1. The forcible cultivation of indigo desrtoyed the cul-
ture of India
2. The forcible cultivartion upset the advancement of
India
3. The forcible cultivation of indigo caused famine in
Bengal
4. The forcible cultavation of indigo had no impact on
the agricultural system at all

85. A. “Language learnning is a habit formation process”
B. “Language learning is an innate ability jof human
beings”
The above two different opinions were opined respec-
tively by........
1. Behavioyrists&cognitivists
2. congnitivists&Psycholinguists
3. Behaviourists&Psycholiguists
4. Psycholiguists&Behaviourists

86. In our English syllabus. poetry aims at
1. Getting gist
2. Intensive study
3. Giving pleasure
4. providing proper writing practice

87. Which of the below strategy is helpful to the teacher
to develop “Reading” skill among the children
1. cloze passage 2. jumbled reading
3. story books 4. all above

88. comprehensive evaluation means evaluating students
progress in ........
1.cognitive and affective abilities
2. Affective and Psychomotor abilities
3. Cognitive, affective and psychomotor abilities
4. Cognitive and psychomotor abilities

89. The past tense suffix in the word “Begged” is pro-
nounced
1. \d\ 2. \ed\
3. \id\ 4. \t\
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90. “Substitution table”  drill is a technique used in..........
1. Direct method
2. the communication-language teaching method
3. the Audio-lingual method
4. the Grammar-translation method

x=3y=5zx:y:z 
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